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In this paper, we discuss augmentations of the nested relatlonal algebra with programmmg constructs,
such as while-loops and for-loops We show that the algebras obtruned in this way are equivalent to a
slight extension of the powerset algebra, thus emphasizing both the strength and the naturalness of the
powerset algebra as a tool to manipulate

nested relations,

and, at the same time, lndlcatmg

more direct

ways to Implement this algebra
1. Introduction

that RQL IS equivalent m expressive power to the fixclosure of a relatlond query language would lmply that PTIME = PSPACE, which 1s generally believed to be false
point

In the last years, much attention has been paid to
structured relations In order to model some database
apphcatlons more naturally, Makmouchl proposed to
generalize the relatlonal model by removing Codd’s
first normal form assumption [7], thus allowing relatlons with set-valued attributes [16] Subsequently,
a generahzatlon of the relational algebra to relations
with set-valued attrlbutes was introduced by Jaeschke
and Schek [14] More specifically, they presented the
nest and the unnest operator as tools to restructure
such relations Fmally, Thomas and Fischer generallzed this model by allowmg nested relations of arbltrary depth [21] Calculus hke query languages for
such models were defined, e g m [1,17,19]

In this paper, we add programmmg constructs such
as while-loops and for-loops to the nested algebra and
show that these extensions yield a query language
equivalent to the powerset algebra and hence also the
least fixpomt closure of the nested relational algebra,
thus underhnmg the strength and the naturalness of
this algebra, estabhshmg a sharp dlstmctlon between
the properties of query languages for the nested relatlonal model and the standard relational model, and,
finally, mdlcatmg ways to implement the powerset algebra

In an algebraic language used m 1151,Kuper and Vardl
introduced the powerset operator Recently, much attention has been pald to the powerset algebra obtained
by adding this operator to the nested algebra (e g
[1,10,13]) Th IS alg ebra was found to be considerably
more expressive than the nested algebra [10,12] Another extension of the nested relational algebra that
has been conadered, 1sits least fixpomt closure [2,10],
which 1sequivalent to the powerset algebra

2. A model

for working

2.1. Nested

relations

nested

relations

Basically we assume that we have an infinitely enumerable set U of elementary aitnbutes and an mfinitely enumerable set V of elementary values In this
section, we explain how arbitrary attributes and values, relation schemes, relation instances and relations
are constructed from these

In [4], Chandra and Hare1 introduced a very powerful
query language for classical relations, called QL In [5],
they discussed RQL, which 1sa restrlctlon of QL Both
languages contam programming constructs, such as
wh&-loops They showed that RQL 1s at least as expresslve as the least fixpomt closure of relational query
languages They furthermore observed that showmg

First, we define an attrlbute Attributes Can either
be elementary or composed The latter ones are sets
of attributes (which can be composed in turn), the
values associated to them are relation instances over
that set of attnbutes, mterpreted as a scheme
Defiultlon

2 11

The set of all attnbutes U as the smallest set coniazntng U such that for each finale subset X of U
rn whtch no elementary
attnbute appears more ihan
once, X E U
c
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An attrlbute of U 1s called an elementary attnbute,
an attribute of 14- U 1s called a composed attnbute
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The values assoclaled to composed attributes will be
called quite fittmgly composed values The defimtlon
of a rela2~onscheme 1snow very straightforward

We now habe all the necessary ingredients to formally
define a relation

Defimtlon 2 1 2

A relatron 2s a parr (0, w) where Sz E 24 - U and w E
Zn R 2s called the scheme of the relatron and w 2s
called the rnstance of the relatron If SZGU, then (Q, w)
as called a fiat relatson
I

A relataon scheme R IS a composed attrrbute,
element of U - U

Definition 2 1 4

1 e an
I

Example 2 1 1
Consider a relation representing persons, their Jobs
and the cities m which these Jobs are executed
PERSON

f{ JOB

Jeff Willows

) CITY 1
Austin

-1
Mary Hlggms 1

Now let W be a set of relation instances over R For
notational convemence, we shall denote by ((a}, W)
the relation with scheme (52) and instance {t E 7{,~ 1
t(Q) E W} Note that there 1sno essential difference
between a relation mstance over a singleton scheme
conslstmg of one composed attribute, and a set of rels
tlon fnstances over that composed attribute regarded
as a scheme We shall make thankful use of this dualism m the sequel

Dallas

2.2. The nested relational

I

algebra

In this section, we define a nested algebra based on
the model for relations described m the previous section It 1s generated by eight operators Basically,
these operators are borrowed from the classical “flat”
relational algebra, except for the nesting and unnestmg However, some techmcahtles were unavoidable to
fit them m mto our formahsm
Definition 2 2 1
Let (Qw), UAW), U&w), (%,w) and (%,4
be

There are two levels of nestmg Jobs are grouped by
the city m which they are executed and pairs of sets
of Jobs and cities are grouped by the person having
these Jobs The scheme of the above relation IS a set of
two attributes, the former of which IS the elementary
attribute PERSON whereas the latter 1sthe composed
attribute {(JOB), CITY)
Let us now explain on this example, how we intend to
define relation instances The instance of the above
relation will consist of two tuples In each of these
tuples, the value correspondmg to PERSON 1s atomic
whereas the composed value correspondmg to {{JOB},
CITY) 1sm turn a relation mstance over the scheme
In the former tuple, this relation
{{JOB}, CITY}
instance again consists of two tuples In each of these
tuples, the value correspondmg to {JOBS} IS a relation instance over {JOBS} whereas the value corresponding to CITY 1s atomic In the latter tuple the
aforementioned relation instance IS empty
I

relattons Suppose that the sets of elementary attnbutes
from wh2ch RI and R:, are b&t, are drgotnt
l
The unton (Q,wl) U (S&WZ) equals (Si?,wl UW~),
l
The dtfference (Q, WI)-(0, ~2) equals (Q, wl -w2),
l
The cartestan product (Ql,wl) x (Q2,wz) equals
(Q’,w’) where 52’ = RI U R2 and
w’ = {t E 7& 1tln, E Wl & +-al E w2)
l

l

It should be clear by now that the notions of value,
tuple and instance are so closely mtertwlned that It 1s
easier to define them Jomtly

Let fi’cs2 The projectton rn,(R, w) equals (fl’, w’)
where w’ = M-P I t E WI,
Let XSQ
The nesttng ux(Sl,w) equals (W,w’)
where R’ = (a - X) U {X} and
w’ = {t E I&

Definition 2 1 3

t(x)

The set V of all values, the set Zx of all tnstances over
X E U - U, the set 7~ of all tuples over X E U - U
and the set Z of al! rnstances are the smallest sets
satasfytng
1 v=vuz,
2 z = Ux@&qJ~x,
3 2, consuts of all finrte subsets of ?A,
4 Ix conststs of all mappangs t from X 212io V, called
tuples, satzsfyzng t(A) E V for all elementary attrzbutes A E X~IU and t(Y) E ZIP for all composed
attrzbutes Y E X - U
I

l

13’ E w tl*-x

= {t”lX

= t’ln-x

1t” E w & t’l*-x

St
= t”ln-x

Let X E R - U The unnesttng PX(~,W)
(Q’,w’) where 52’ = (Si?- (X}) U X a?d
w = {t E ‘Tn, 132’ E

1)
equals

w +-b{X) = a-+{X)
8.5tlx E t’(x)}

Let (sZ,w) be a relatton scheme Let cp be a permutatton on U cp 2s extended rn the natural way to U, to
Z and to V
l
The renamzag p+‘(R, w) equals (q(R), v(w)),
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l

We mlphcltly assume that all variables are typed, 1 e
associated to relations having one particular scheme
However, we shall not exphcltly use this typedness for
convemence of notation The expressions introduced
m items 1, 2 and 3 of Defimtlon 2 2 2 will be called

Assume furthermore that p(R) = R The select2on
&‘(fi,w)
equals (Q,w’) where
w’ = {t E w 1vx

E R p(t(X))

= t(p(X))}

I

Example 2 2 1
Reconsider the relation m Example 2 1 1 If we denote this relation by (i&w), then P {JOB},CITY (R, w)
yields a relation with schemeR’ = t PERSON, l JOB},
CITY} which can be represented as

PERSON (JOB
Jeff Willows
I
Jeff VVdlows

pnmtt2ve

$se.z.;f;t

naes will be denoted by ti If E(x, y, )
are a finite sequence of relations the
schemesof’whlch are “compatible” with the variables
of the expression, then E(r, a, ) 1sinterpreted as the
relation obtamed by substltutmg every occurrence of
a variable m E(t, y, ) by the correspondmg relation
Obviously, the scheme of E(r, a,
~lzlz~fozzeFzl
on the actual instances of r,s,
often denote this scheme as ilE

} CITY

professor
president

Austin

consultant

Dallas

expressrons

To avoid extensive use of brackets, we assume the following precedence on nested algebra operators unary
operators, Cartesian product, set operators

If we nest this last relation over {{JOBS}, CITY}, we
agarn obtain a relation over R the instance of which
corresponds to the first tuple of w Note that m general, an unnestmg cannot be undone by a nesting, even
If no empty composed values are present A nesting
on the other hand, can always be undone by the corresponding unnestmg
I
Note that the Cartesian product 1sonly defined for relations with completely “independent” schemes This
1sactually not a severe restrlctlon It IS indeed always
possible to arrange that the schemes of two relations
have no elementary attributes m common by performing an appropriate renaming
We end this dlscusslon about the basic nested algebra
operators with a notational issue In most practical
cases, renaming mvolves only one attribute X at the
time If X 18renamed to X’, and if, m case X and
X’ are composed attributes, no amblgmty 1spossible
as to how the renaming 1sdone, we shall denote this
operation as px~+x We shall use the same notation
If X 1sa set of attributes of the scheme under c?nslderatlon, and each attrlbute of X IS renamed m a well
known way to an attribute of X’ Similarly, if selection comes down to only checking whether the values
for composed attributes X and X’ are equal upon renaming and If no ambiguity 1s possible as to how the
elementary attributes m X and X’ are to be matched,
we shall denote this selection by ox=x’
Again, we
shall use the same notation If X and X’ are sets of
attributes of the scheme under conslderatlon
We can now define a nested algebra expressron (nae)
Definition 2 2 2
are naes,
1 The vanables x, y, z,

3. The powerset

algebra

Recently, much attention has been paid to the expressiveness of the nested relational algebra [1,13,18] In
order to deal with this problem, It suffices to consider
single relations only, since a database can always be
represented as the Cartesian product of its non-empty
members In Its most general form, the questlon that
must be asked, IS [4,5] Let & be a computable query,
2 e a partral recurs2ve mappzng from relatrons to rtzlataons that preserves asomorphism Does there extst
E(x) E n/ such that Vr E(r) = Q(r)9 Although it

has been shown [8,22] that It 1salways possible to find
an expression that satisfies this equality for any particular relation, there 1sm general no expression that
will do for all relations E g the transitive closure of
a binary flat relation, which 1s not expressible m the
classical relational algebra, 1s also not expressible m
the nested relational algebra [18]
Therefore, several attempts have been made to enrlch
the nested relational algebra One of these consists of
addmg the powerset operator to the nested algebra
Th1.soperator was introduced by Kuper and Vardl m
[15] as one of the primitive operators m their algebraic
query language for database logic Basically the powerset operator generates all subsets of a given relation
Definition 3 1
Let (0,~) be a relatton Let 2w denote the set of all
subsets ofw Then (usrng the notatron 2ntmduced ear12er) the powerset II
equals ({52},2w)
I

2 ForallQEU-U,
(Si?,@)2sanae,
3 For all R E U - U, ((a}, (8)) 2s a nae,
4 For all naes, the baste operators of Definrtron 2 2 1
applred to them, a2z also naes, provtded these new
expresszons make sense
I

Example 3 1
Reconsider the relation (S’&w) represented m Example
2 1 1 II(Q w) 1s a relation with scheme {{PERSON,
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{{JOB}, CITY)))

which can be represented as

(PERSON

{{JOB

m that casebe mterpreted [20] as the smallest relation
s contamlng r for which E(s) = s A stralghtforward
argument shows that E*(r) = UP”=1E’(r) Note that
for each relation r for which E(r) IS defined, E*(r) can
always be computed, since for some positive mteger k,

} CITY }}

Ek(r) = Ek+‘(r)

= Ek+2(r) =

We now formally define the lfp closure of the nested
relatlonal algebra (respectively the powerset algebra)
Defimtlon 4 2
The rfp closure of the nested algebra n/ (respectrvely
the powerset algebm ‘P) 1s the smallest set ti*
(respecttvely P*) satzsfyzng
1 M* (respectrvely P) contarns all pnmrtrve expr.sszons,
2 n/* (respecttvely P*) ts closed under the baste operators of the nested algebra (respectrvely the powerset algebra),
3 For each lfp expressaon E(x) an Af* (mspectrvely
?*), E’(x) ts also tn n/* (respectrvely F*)
I

Jeff Willows

Mary Hlggms 71

Example 4 1
A classical example of a query that can be constructed
from a flat relational algebra query usmg the lfp operator, 1sthe transrtzve closure of a bmary flat relation
We show that this query can be expressed m the lfp
closure of the nested algebra Let r = ({A,B),w)
Consider the followmg lfp expresslon

I
Using a comblnatorlal argument, it was estabhshed m
[lo] (a slmllar result was obtamed mdependently by
Houben, Paredaens and Tahon [12])
Theorem 3 1
There as no nae that expresses the powerset operutoq

E(x) = X u ~{A,B)~C=D(PCc&)

We now conader the powerset algebra whose set of expresslons ‘P 19generated by the basic operators of the
nested relatlonal algebra defined m Defimtlon 2 2 1,
augmented with the powerset operator An expresslon
of the powerset algebra 1s called a powerset algebra
expressron (pae) The expreaslveness of the powerset
algebra IS Illustrated m part by a result of [lo]

Obviously the transltlve closure of r equals E*(r)
I
As the transltlve closure of a binary relation cannot
even be computed m the nested relational algebra [18],
it follows that the lfp closure of the nested algebm 1s
strictly more expressive than the ordmary nested algebra Actually, It has been shown m [lo] (and mdependently also m [2]) that the lfp closure of the nested
algebra IS equivalent to the powerset algebra
Theorem 4 1

Theorem 3 2
In the powerset algebra, etther the nest opemtor or the
dtfference can be constdered as redundant
I
4. The least fixpoint
The least fixpomt

X PD-A(x))

The lfp closure of the nested relatronal algebra, the
powerset algebra and the lfp closure of the powerset
algebra have the same expressrve power
I

operator

In the following two sections, we propose some other
possible extensions of the nested relatlonal algebra
and show their equivalence to the powerset algebra
Because of space hmltatlons, most of the proofs are
either omitted or replaced by a sketch Interested
readers can find more details m [ll]

operator [3,5,6] actually does not

work on relations but on queries, It transforms them
mto other ones We first point out for which queries
we shall consider the least fixpomt operator
Defimtlon 4 1
An lfp expressron ts a unary scheme preservzng expressaon E(x) such that for all relattons r and s for whtch
E(r) and E(s) are defined
1 rGE(r) (zncreanng),
2 rcs tmplzes E(r)CE(s)
(monotone)
I

5. Introducing

while-loops

in the algebra

In [4], Chandra and Hare1 mtroduce the language QJ~
to express quelles on flat relations QL basIcally conslsts of the classical flat relational algebra, augmented

If E(x) 1s an lfp expression and r IS a relation, then
E*(r) 1sdefined if and only if E(r) 1sdefined and must
228

with two very powerful features unranked vanables
(I e not associated with a fixed scheme) and a whaleconstruct
Both features give to QL the computmg
power of Turmg Machines and hence all computable
queries on flat relations can be expressed m QL
Of course, we should not hope that e g the powerset algebra would have the same expressive power as
QL, since powerset algebra expresslons have a fixed
scheme In [5] however, Chandra and Hare1introduced
and studied the language RQL which 1ssyntactlcally
almost ldentlcal to QL, but with the restrlctlon that all
variables are ranked (1 e associated to a fixed scheme)
Therefore, we wanted to see what happens to the expresslve power of the nested algebra, when it IS augmented with a while-construct We shall show m this
section that this augmentation results m exactly the
expressivenessof the powerset algebra, provided slight
extensions are made to deal with undefinedness
5.1. The v-operator

In Defirutlon 2 2 2, we defined expressions m such a
way that their result for some finite sequence of relatlons could never be undefined, “illegal” expressions or
“illegal” substltutlons were simply not allowed The
situation for whde-loops however IS clearly different,
although not yet formally introduced, one can readily see that the result of a while-loop can be undofined m case it runs mdefimtely Moreover, the result
of a while-loop being undefined can really depend on
the actual instances used to start up the while-loop
Therefore, we shall extend the nested algebra (respectively the powerset algebra) slightly to deal with this
situation
First, for each composed attribute X E U - U, we
add to 2x, the set of all relation Instances over X,
the new value 3x, which should be interpreted as the
“undefined Instance” over the scheme X Note that,
by this convention, the values ?x cannot appear on
a lower level m a nested relation Of course, we now
must pomt out how the basic operators of the nested
algebra (respectively the powerset algebra) work on
this new values Very straightforwardly, we agree that
whenever a basic operator works on a relation (havmg
the appropriate scheme) with an “undefined instance”,
then the result 1s also a relation with an “undefined
instance”, the scheme of which 1sdefined by the operation
Example 5 1 1
Let (0,~) be a relation Let R’ E U - U have no
elementary attributes m common with Sz Assume
furthermore that X C R Then
l

(Q,

.

(s&w)

l

hqvn)

7l-i)

u
x

p,

w)

(Q’,%)
=

((52

=

(52,
=

(QUw%l”rl4,
X)

u

{x’~,7(n-x)“{x})

Defimtlon 5 1 1
Let (Sl,w) be a relatzon

The v-operator

as defined by

I

In words, the v-operator (where “v” stands for “undefined”) maps each non-empty relation to itself and the
empty relation to that newly mtroduced value which
corresponds to the scheme of the relation
We n’ow consider the extended nested algebra (respectlvely the extended powerset algebra) whose set of expresslons 1sdefined by the basic operators of the nested
algebra (respectively the powerset algebra), augmented with the *operator
These generahzed expressions are called extended naes (enaes) (respectively
extended paes (epaes))

Expressions m which the v-operator occurs are m general rather difficult to handle Fortunately, it will turn
out that we only have to consider a subclass of all
enaes (respectively epaes) to generate the extended
nested algebra (respectively the extended powerset algebra) In preparation of this normahzatlon, we first
define the global unnesttng and the global nestrng operator
Definition 5 12
l

l

Let ({fi),w)
be a relatton
The global unnesttng
M({SZ},&) equals Pn({SZI},w),
Let (S&w) be a relataon Then the global nestrng
N(R, w) equals
(Wh7{rl})
({Q}, {w))

af w = ?ri
otherwrse

I

Lemma 5 11
Them exrsts naes (and hence enaes) that express the
global unnesttng and the global nestrng
I

Smce the global nest operator never returns an emtpy
relation, even if the relation on which it IS apphed
IS empty, it can be used to “shield” relations from
unwanted side-effects of the zb-operator In this way, it
1spossible to pull back an occurrence of the v-operator
to the end of the expresslon it appears m Fmally,
global unnestmg can then be used to undo the global
nesting These ideas motivate the following defimtlon
Defirutlon 5 1 3
A normaltzed enae (respecttvely epae) 1s an enae (respecttvely epae) MvE(z, y,
), where E(x, y,
) ts a
nae (respectzvely pae)
I

?rl),

-

Obviously, we need an operator that can generate an
“undefined instance” m an Input-dependent way

I
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Lemma 5 12
The set of all normaltzed enaes (respectwely epaes)
has the same expressrve power as the extended nested
algebra (respectrvely the powerset algebra)

Proof By stralghtforward mductlon
5.2. While-loop

I

In this subsection, we shall mtroduce while-loops m
the algebra Therefore we first define m a formal way
what we understand by a whale-loop query
Definition 5 2 1
Let r1 = (S2l ,wl) and r2 = ($22,~2) be relat2ons
Let El(y) be a unary expresston, defined on relatrons
wtth scheme C2,, and let E2(x,y) and E3(x, y) be brnary expressZons, defined on pairs of relations over the
schemes S2, and Si, respecttvely, for whrch sZ1 respecttvely 522 are the schemes of the resultrng relations A
while-loop query of type (01, Sla) IS a bma y quey Q
for whrch Q(rl,rs)
can be w&ten as the result of a
program of the followrng form

begin
r =q,
8 =r2,

while E(s) - s # ({A, B), 0)
do
r = E(r),
s = E(s)
= r

end

while El(s) # (fiEl ,0)

Obviously, the transitive closure of a relation rl =
({A,B),w)
can be expressed as Q(q, rl)
I

do
r = &(r,s),
s = Es(r,s)

5.3. The expressiveness

= f

end
We assume that Q(rl, r2) takes the value (R1,7nI)
the while-loop runs rndefinttely

?f
I

of the while-construct

In this subsection, we show that the whk-closure of
the extended nested relational algebra, the powerset
algebra and the while-closure of the extended powerset
algebra have the same expressive power
Theorem 5 3 1
The whzle-closure of the extended nested al.qebm, the
extended powerset algebra and the whrle-closure oj the
exiended powerset algebra have the same expressrve
power

In the wh&-loop query above, the actual computation
IS done by the expression E~(x, y), E~(x, y) 1s used to
compute the test relation whereas El(y) expressesthe
test condltlon In Definition 5 2 1, we chose a test
of the form E(s) # (QE, 0) One might also have
chosen E s) # E’(s), E(s) = E’(s), E(s) = (OE,O),
d

Example 5 2 1
We show that the transltlve closure of a binary flat
relation can be expressed m the while-loop closure of
the nested algebra Let E(x) be the expression defined
m Example 4 1 Now consider the followmg while-loop
query of type ((4 B), {A, W)

04
Q(rl,n)

begin
r =rl,
s =rp,

E(s) = (a

spectively epaes) and by recursively associating a blnary expression to each while-loop query, one can defille the whale-closure of the extended nested algebra
(respectively the extended power+et algebra)
Obviously, the while-closure of the extended nested
algebra 1smore powerful than the extended nested algebra itself

queries

04
&(rl,r2)

rn the extended nested algebm (respectively the exfended powerset algebra) By starting from enaes (re-

Proof We only give a sketch The theorem will be
proven if we can demonstrate
1 The powerset operator can be expressed by a whileloop query m the extended nested algebra,
2 Each while-loop query m the extended powerset
algebra can be expressed m the extended powerset
algebra
The first item IS the easier to show Let r1 = (Rl,wl)
be an albltrary relation Fast, we mention that it 1s
possible to construct an nae El(x) such that El(rl) IS
a relation with scheme (01) that conasts of all subsets
of w of size at most 1 Suppose now that we are given
a relation r = ({521),W)
It is also possible to constluct an nae E?(y) such that E?(r) = ({fi}, {co~Utu~ 1

, {IV), E(s) # (QE, {0)), s # 0, s = 0,

We leave it to the reader to convince himself that all
these choices are equivalent with respect to expressive
power
Note that, since, apart from possibly “undefined mstances”, no new values are introduced durmg the execution of the while-loop above, It 1sdecidable whether
or not a while-loop ~111end
If the expressions m Defimtlon 5 2 1 are all enaeq (respectively epaes), we say that Q 1s a whtle-loop query
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the relation they represent ca,i grow wider during the
computation process, lt IS possible to simulate countmg m Q1;, which, m combmatlon with the presence
of while-loops gives QL the power of general Turing
Machmes Of course we cannot expect the same for
the powerset algebra, where all expressions are ranked
However, we still retam some of that,, smce m this section we shall show that a certam type of for-loop can
be expressed m the powerset algebra
Definition 6 1

201,w2 E W} Hence, if r consists of all subsets of 71
up to size 2, then &(P) consists of all subsets of 1’up to
size 22 It IS now straightforward to construct a whlleloop query Q such that II
= Q(El(rl),
El(r1))

The second part of the proof 1s much trlckler We
only give the mam ideas here First of all, It 1smlportant that we may assume without loss of generality
that all the expresslons m a while-loop query are normahzed Fmally, by subtllly using global nestmg, the
powerset operator and the least fixpomt operator, we
can define an expression that constructs the set of all
intermediate results of the while-loop query Then a
selection accordmg to the condltlon of the while-loop
will yield the correct result, If no relation m the aforementloned set satisfies the condition, an apphcatlon
of the u-operator will yield an “undefined” relation as
output of the while-loop query
I
5.4. The if-then-else

Let rl = (Rl,wl)
and r2 = (R~,wz) be relaftons Let
El(x) be a unay scheme preservrng express2on, defined on relattons w2th scheme RI A for-loop query
of type (n,, S&J)2s a brnay query Q for whrch Q(rl,r2)
can be’wrrtten as the result of a program of the followtng form
begin
r =rl,
for 2 = 1 to 1121
do
r = El(r),
04
Q(rl,n)
= r
end

construct

We might also want to Introduce an if-then-else construct m the extended nested algebra (respectively the
extended powerset algebra)
Defimtlon 5 4 1

In th2s program Ir21 stands for 1~21, 2 e the number of
tuples of r2 We assume that Q(r1, r2) takes the value
I
(Ql, 7n1) 2f WP= 7512

Let rl = ($21,wl) and rp = (&,w2) be relattons Let
El(y) be a unay expresston, defined on relattons wtth
scheme 522, and let Es(x) and Es(x) be unay ezpressrons, defined on relatrons wtth scheme 01 such that
Q& = QES An 2fithen-else-query of type (Si?,,i&) 2s
a btnay query Q for whrch Q(rl,rs)
can be w&ten as
the result of a program of the followtng form

Example 6 1
Again, let us have a look to the transltlve closure of
a binary flat relation Let E(x) be the expression defined m Example 4 1 Consider the followmg for-loop
query of We ({A, B), {A Bl)

begin
if El(n) # WEa, 0)
then
Q(n ,n) = &t(n)
else
Q(m) ~2) = Edn)
end

begin
r =rl,
for 2 = 1 to Ir21
do
r = E(r),
04
Q(rl,n)
= r
cud

I
We have [9]

Ob\lously, the
Now let E’(x) = n(~)(x) x a(~)(x)
transitive closure of a relation r1 = ({A, B}, w) can be
expressed as Q(r1, E’(rl))
I
As m the previous section, we can define the forclosure of the extended nested algebra (resyectlvely the
extended powerset algebm) We are now going to show
that both closures are equivalent to the extended powerset algebra
Theorem 6 1

Theorem 5 4 1
If-then-else quenes rn the extended nested algebm (respecttvely the extended powerset algebra) can be expressed 2n the extended nested algebm (respectrvely the
extended powerset algebra)
I

6. Introducing

for-loops

in the algebra

The for-closure of the extended nested algebra, the
extended powerset algebra and the for-closure of the
extended powerset algebra have the same expressive
power

In the begmmng of the previous sectlon, we dtscussed
the language QL mtroduced m [4] Due to the fact
that variables are not, ranhed, 1 e that the scheme of
231
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Proof Agam, the easiest dlrectlon 1sshowing that the
powerset operator can be expressed usmg a for-loop
query m the extended nested relational algebra Let
rl = (Szl, ~1) Reconsider the proof of Theorem 5 3 1
Since the while-loop constructed m the first part of
that proof needs to cycle at most lr11 times (this 1sa
very rough estimate) to compute the desired result, it
IS straightforward to transform that while-loop mto a
for-loop
Now let r1 = (n,, WI) and r2 = (fiz, wz) be relations
and reconsider the for-loop query Q of Defimtlon 5 1
m which the expressions are supposed to be epaes We
show that this query can be expressed m the powerset
algebra, or, eqmvalently, m the while-loop closure of
the powerset algebra First, let r = ({nz}, W) There
exists an enae Ez(y) such that Es(r) IS a relation with
scheme {flz} conslstmg of those elements of W that
are not mmlmal with respect to mcluslon In particular, it follows that Ir21 1sthe smallest Integer 2 for
which p2(H(rz) -({S&}, (0))) = 0 It IS now stralghtforward to construct a whde-loop query Q’ such that
I
Q’(n, 4 = Q(n, H(r2) - ({%I, (0)))
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